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INTRODUCTION 

The thrust of current technology in operating systems seems to 

have come f~om the large computer manufacturers, and that technology 

is not necessarily applicable to the minicomputer environment. As 

the number of minicomputers being sold is constantly increasing, more 

research and development needs to be spent in the design and analysis 

of operating systems for these machines. Therefore, this project is 

undertaken to provide an operating system design for a specific mini-

computer, the Hewlett-Packard 2100. 

The virtual type of operating system was chosen because of the 

substantial recent interest in and the far-ranging potential of t:l:f.s 

type of system. A key factor in the design of this operating syst•::111 

was the ability to implement the final design. 

The design as described in this report is felt to be a sophis-

ticated design from the viewpoint of desirable features, yet it is 

very practical from the implementation aspect of the design. 
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GENERAL SYSTL'M DESIGN 

DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

The major objectives used in developing the design of a virtual 

operatj_ng system were: 

1. Minimization of the CPU time used to maintain system 
overhead. 

2. Minimization of the core memory requirements of the 
supervisor, the system tables, and the system data 
areas. 

3. The highest possible usage of the existing hardware 
and machine architecture. 

4. Provide a high degree of protection for the system 
and for the users. 

5. Specify hardware modifications and/or additions re-
quired to obtain satisfactory systefl performance. 

2 
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V5_rtual operating systems have been approadwd in two basic 

design configurations. These configurations arc the two-level design 

and the three-level design. The components of the two-level design 

are: 

1. I.eve! one - the resident system level. 

2. Level two - the virtual. user level. 

The components of the three-level design are: 

1. Level one - the resident system level. 

2. Level two - the virtual system level. 

3. Level three - the i..·:trtual user level. 

These two design approaches share a substanti~l co~ceptual subset, 

but the implementation of these distin~t approaches results in very 

different designs. As the actual designs vary considerably, these 

designs were compared to determine the best suited design for this 

virtual operating system. 

The two-level design was chosen over the three-level design based 

on the fellowing considerations: 

1. The relative size of the available core memory is 
small, with a current size of 16K words, and is ex-
pandable to a maximum size of only 32K words. If 
there were a virtual system level, there might be 
copies of the same system programs in each user's 
virtual a.rea, or one copy of the system programs might 
be shared by all of the users. Since the amount of 
virtual memory associated with each task would be 
greater, more pages would be necessary for each task. 
Each additional p"lge wou1d require the use of addi-
ti . .:.:r1al memory :for page information, as well as a page 
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table for ea•'h -: i. ".'tt•'ll sy~:: ~:.,,., I «v:_•l. It is clear that 
the three-level design would ·~~:e more memory than the 
tr.'1'0-level design, a critical consideration in a com-
puter with a small amount of core. 

2. In a three-level design, only the resident system level 
(l~vel one) is core-·resident. Virtual system level 
programs, which handle most af the supervisor work for 
a task, must be paged in and 0ut as necessary. This 
would result in a considerd.·ole increase in paging 
tr.affic, an extremely undesirable situation, particu-
larly since the He>;.rlett-Packard 2100 does not have a 
hard-wired paging device. The two-level design has 
only one level of system programs, most of which are 
core-resident. As a result, paging of system level 
programs is required only occassionally for transient 
routines, and the paging traffic environment is much 
better. 

3. The Hewlett-Packard 2100 does not have an associative 
memory, which would have permitted dynamic page address 
translation to occur in parallel. This means that 
page address resolution will b~ fairly slow. The 
three-level design has page address translation re-
quired on two levels: (1) the virtual sys tern level, 
(2) the virtual user level. As the two-level design 
has page address translation occurring on only one 
level, the virtual user level, the increase in speed 
of the two-level design over the three-level design 
is believed to be substantial. The time savings in 
the operation of the system results from avoiding page 
address translation for all virtual system level pro-
grams. 

Based on the considerations described above, the two-level sys-

tem c:onfiguration provides a substantial memory space and time effi-

ciency over the three-level system configuration. This is a result 

of characteristics in those configurations unique to a computer with 

a nn:ill memory. 



SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 

The characteristics and specifications of the virtual operating 

system are based on (or derived from) the major objectives used to 

develop the system design. 

The system characteristics and specifications are as follows: 

1. The size of each virtucd an.C. physical page is 256 
words(512 bytes). 

2. Virtual page address translation is handled by a sin-
gle-level mapping structure instead of a two-level 
mapping structure. The two-level mapping structure uses 
two sets of tables, segment tables and page tables. 
The one-level mapping structure uses only one set of 
tables, page tables. Because the relative size of 
core memory dictates a fairly small number of pages, 
and the limitation of the number of tasks permitted 
on the system concurrently establishes a probable small 
bound on the number of total pages on the system, the 
power of the two-level mappinf, structure for large 
numbers of pages is unnecessary. The one-level mapping 
structure is more space efficient for many active tasks 
since it has only one set cf tables instead of two 
sets of tables. The one-le11el mapping structure, in 
most cases, is oore suitable for the Hewlett-Packard 
2100 environment. 

3. Paging is handled by the two existing DMA(Direct Memory 
Access) channels to providE! the highest possible data 
transmission rate for page I/O. 

4. The routines comprising the supe1:visor will reside 
in the lower 4K of memory. (exceptions - refer to 6) 

5. The supervisor routines belong to the resident system 
level and directly access mE.mory with no page address 
translation. TI1is is accomplished by the ne-vt fetch 
microprogram. 

6. Several functions of the t>upervisor, the page hounds 
checking, virtual page addre:rn translation, and physi-
cal page address as:-:ign11ent (when the virtual page 
is core-resident), are ~andl~d in micro-code in the 



new fetch m:.t.cr~,i_::cogram. 

7. The indirect addressing feature of the Hewlett-Packard 
2100 forces itself on the virtual operating system 
because it is a hardware function uncontrollable by 
either software or micro-code. Sin·::e the system does 
not use indirect addressing for reasons of protection, 
the indirect microprogram must he rewritten, and the 
indirect bit is unusable. This creates additional 
changes in the micro-code. As the old jump subroutine 
microprogram saved the return. address in the first 
location of each subroutine, recursion was not allowed. 
Returning from a subroutine was accomplished by a jump 
indirect through the first location of that subroutine. 
The jump subroutine microprogram must be rewritten, 
and a new microprogram for a subroutine return must 
be created. 

8. The microprograms which must be re\rritten or created 
are the fetch, indirect, interrupt, jump subroutine, 
and return microprograms. 

9. The resident system level will have a systent data 
vector(SDV) anchored at location 1008 which contains 
pointers to the followi.ng system tables and vectors: 
the physical page vector(PPV), the syst~m task vector 
(STV), the page table vector(PTV), the task control 
table(TCT), and the system return stack(SRS). 

10. Base register addressing is provided as an integral 
part of each user instruction word to allow an almost 
unlimited number vf virtual pages to be associated 
with each task by using only three bits to distin-
guish all virtual page addresses. The maximum number 
of virtual pages that can be p~ovidcd is the difference 
between th~ amount of core used by the system and the 
size of protected core. 

11. The types of interrupts in the virtual operating system 
are: power fail, parity error, page bounds, page 
fault, timer, page I/O, non-page I/O, and program. 

12. The interrupt handling routines arf! supervisor routines 
and handle interrupts through the combined use of the 
hardware interrupt archit.'.'.!(..ture and the system inter-
rupt tables. 

13. The system will allow a maximum of sixteen concurrent 
tasks including t:he system task. 



Ch:.tpter 2 

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS 

The new microprograms which would be added or would replace 

existing versions ~equire that the existing versions in module zero 

be physically replaced, or that these new mic~oprograms be placed in 

module one, two, or three, and that module zero be disabled. It is 

currently possible to disable module zero so that the micro-decoder 

logic will reference another module. This is the recoilllllended approach. 

The timer that is currently available on the Hewlett-Packard 

2100 is handled through the hardware interrupt architecture as just 

another I/0 channel. This arrangement means that the timer has a 

lower priority than the paging (DMA) channels, the console, and some 

other I/O devices. The timer is not satisfactory for time-shared 

applications. Two new items are needed: a new timer and a privileged 

interrupt board. 

The privileged board is on order, and when wired in, has inter-

rupts with higher priority than all other interrupts than presull'.ably 

power fail, parity error, page bounds, and page fault. The new timer, 

or tLeold timer if necessary, should be wired into the privileged 

interrupt board instead of the I/O channE>l. This will establish the 

timer· as consistent with the system interrupt design. 

Indirect addressin3 is a standard fea:=ure of the Hewlett·-Packard 

2100. Indirect addressi.ng is handled at the hardware level, which 

allows no micro-cod0 contl'ol of this £eatur~. Since the virtual 
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operating system does not l..~Se ind i:i:ect acirh:e~;s bg, the use of this 

indirect bit for other information is impossJble because of the hard-

ware. This characteristic of the Hewlett-Packard 2100 is undesirable 

be~ause it limits the way a memory word can be used and effectively 

results in a loss of six percent information in the computer. To pro-

vide adequate system security, the indirect microprogram must generate 

an error if ever executed. It would be desirabl~ to change this hard-

ware feature, but no change has been specified because the cost of 

such a modification is not economically justifiable. 



Chapter 3 

ADDRESSING 

INSTRUCTION WORD FORMATS 

Th{!re an·~ two distinct basi~ word formats for memory reference 

inctructions. They are: 

1. Virtual memory reference instructions (figure 1). 

2. Resident system level memory reference instructions 
(figure 2). 

9 
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1
1

' :~~:-r··----T~~~ fv;::~--··---------·J1 
L~~-~-- __ °!'._Code I ~it j Addr~J.~~:~."~_l'age Add>:ess _ 

Bits 15 Jt1---·---ll 10 9---8 7---·--------------------0 

Bits 

15: 

10: 

8-9: 

0-·7 ~ 

0 indicates no indirect addressing 
l indicates indirect addressing 

Specify the op code 

0 indi('a.tes no b;;.se virtual page addrP.ss mcdi fice.t.1.on 
l indicates base vi1:tual page sd<:ires~; modif:ication 

0 with bit 10 = 0 indicates that the current page is to 
be used as the page for the memory reference 

1, '2, or 3 with l>it 10 = 0 indicate& that the p.:.-tge address 
is virtual page 1, 2, or 3 respectively 

0, 1, 2, or 3 with bit 10 = 1 indicates that the page 
address is virtual pcge 0, 1, 2, or 3 rel.ative to 
the 1:-ase virtual page address 

Specify the virtual intra··page address, the range of this 
address being £rom 0 to 255 

Figut·e 1. Virtual Memory Reference Instruction 



Bits 

Bits 

~ 
direct 
Bit Op Code 

11 

Current r=----
Bound 
Bit ra-K-Boundary Address 

L-~~~--'-~~~~~--'~~~~~_L_~~-~·~~~~~~~~~---1 

15 14-------11 10 9----------------------------0 

15: 0 indicates no indirect addressing 
1 indicates indirect addressing 

11-14: Specify the op code 

10: 0 indicates that the k-boundary address zero is used for 
the memory reference 

1 indicates that the current k-boundary address is used 
for the memory reference 

0-9: Specify the intra-k-boundary address, the range of this 
address being from 0 to 1,023 

Figure 2. Resident System Level Memory Reference Instruction 
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BASE Rt~GISTER. ADDRESSJ.NG 

To allow a user task an unlimited number of virtual pages, several 

different methods of implementation were considered. An examination 

of the bit meanings of a virtual memory reference instruction shows 

that only two bits are used to specify a virtual page. From an infor-

mational aspect, only four stati::s or virtual pages are distinguishable. 

This number of pages is insufficient to contain most programs. 

There are three basic approaches to this problem. In the first 

approach, all virtual memory reference instructions could be two word 

:instructions. The first word would contain the op code, and the second 

word would contain the virtual page address and the intra-page address. 

Clearly, this approach wastes over half of a meraory word, and uses 

twice the me.mory space as single word instruci.:ions. This approach was 

e~iminated as too inefficient and wasteful. 

The second approach is to use the threE bi~s (8-10) to specify 

the virtual page. This results in eight distinguishable states or 

virtual pages, likewise an insufficient number to contain most pro-

grams. The idea of using some of the intra-page address bits fer 

virtual page address bits does not provide any benefit because in~ 

creasing the number of virtual pages correspondingly reduces the number 

of intra-page addresses. This leaves the memory size which can be 

referenced unchanged. 

The third approach is to utilize the concept of base register 

address modification. Two hits are used to specify a vi.rtual page~ 
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and one bit is used co incU.cnte l:>asc> virt~•~d P"-~~.:: address modification. 

The contents of the B registE:r will be th·~ bus~ Ti rtual page address, 

and the virtual page specified will be modified by the B register con-

tents when base register address mcdification is indicated in an in-

struction. If the desired page is not accessible from the current 

base virtual page address, the contents of the base register is loaded 

with a new base address to make the desired page accessible. This 

approach is the most efficient and allows almost any number of virtual 

pages to b~ associated with one task. 

There are several characteristics of this third approach uhich 

must be examined. If an instru~tion references a virtual page with 

the modification bit and that page is not accessible from the current 

base virtual page address, the immediately pre(:eeding instruction must 

be a load base register with the needed base virtual page address. 

No load base register instruction is required for the following cases: 

(1) the virtual page referenced is the current page, (2) no base 

register address modification is indicated, (3) the virtual page is 

modified and accessible from the current base virtu~l page address. 

These characteristics will place considerable burdens on the compilers, 

assemblers, and linkage editors creating modules for this system. 

The characteristics of this aµproach have implications in the area of 

system security. Since address modificatlon by a register is permitted, 

the fetch microprogram must calculate the complete virtual p::i.ge address 

prior to performing virtual p<lge address translation to ensure that 

all memory references are adequately checked for validity. 
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LOC'..ALIT'i CF ADD7tESSl:'iG 

The concept of the locality of addressing h3s been extended with 

reference to this virtual operating system. 

In previous work on the locality of addressing, locality is 

almost always examined with respect to modules of pllre code. The 

extension of th:i.s concept is with respect to modules of pure data. 

As more address locality occurs in memory rcf erences to pure 

code, the proportion of references to the current virtual page from 

that same page will increase. This increase will result in a corre-

sponding savings in execution time as no virtual page translation takes 

place in references from a virtual page to itself. This time savings 

is substantial as the amount of micro-code needed to h&ndle current 

page references is about one-third of the amount of code needed for 

virtual page address translation. 

The locality of addressing to virtual data pages will achieve 

both memory space and time savings. As the reemory references have 

more locality, fewer load base register instructions are needed for 

any string of memory references. Additionally, as the locality of 

addressing to global variables increases, not only are the number of 

load base register instructions reduced, but even fewer memory refer-

ences must be modified by a base register address. 



REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPILERS, ASSEMBLERS, AND LINKAGE EDITORS 

The use of base register address modification for <Jirtual page 

addresses means that compilers and other translator programs as well 

as the user can generate the load base regist~r instruction. Thus, 

the contents of the base register can and will be modified dynamically 

during program execution. To make the programs on the system as space 

and time efficient as possible, several minimization techniques were 

developed by the author to reduce the number of load base register 

instructions created by the compilers or other translator programs. 

The minimization techniques developed to reduce the number of 

load base register instructions are the follow:tng: 

l. Place all global daca areas in non-base register 
modified ?ages. 

2. Place as many local data areas as possible in nou-
base register modified pagas. 

3. Place all local data are.as into intra-page locations 
s.cquentially and fill pages iLl the order of their 
virtual page addresses. This will cause data pages 
to have contiguous virtual page addresses. 

4. Create a special page designator that can be used 
by any page. This designator will indicate a memory 
reference from a page to itself. 

For the minimization techniq1.tes to be effective, the f.ollowing 

assumptions were made: 

1. Seventy-five percent of all memory references in a 
program is to the program~s data. 

15 
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2. The remainir.'.:; t:~.1ec.ty-five pc·.:c('nt. of all me1uory refer-
ences are d:i.vi.dcd bet'NeP.n three groups: 

a. References to memory addresses within the current 
virtuaJ. page. 

b. References to memory addresses accessible from 
the current base virtual page address. 

c. References to memory addresses not accessible from 
the current base virtual ~age address. 

3. All program labels or entry point~ that are never 
referenced are extraneous and should not generate 
any load base register instructions. 

The compiler or other tra.nslator programs must perform the fol-

lowing functions when translating a program: 

1. The ~rogram code and the program data must be parti-
tioned into virtual code pages and virtual data pages 
respectively. 

2. The virtual data pages are constructed from all memory 
locations in the program used to hold data. These 
virtual data pages are constructed using the following 
procedure: 

a. Collec:t all global variables and assign them to 
the three non-modified virtual pages in order 
until all have been assigned. If additional pages 
are needed, use the modified virtual pages in 
order until all global variables have been assigned. 

b. Collect all local variables and assign them to any 
remaining space in the non-mcdjfi..ed virtual pages 
in order, then to the modifif~d vh·tual pages in 
order until all local variables have been assigned. 

c. The only restriction on this procedure is that the 
first thirty-three locations in non-modified vir-
tual page one may not be used to hold any data, 
as those locations are used as a run-time sub-
routine stack. 

3. The virtual cede pages are constructed from the pro-
gram code using the first ;:p;aJ.lable virtual page after 
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4. At every 1ubel or. enr.ry point in the program code, 
a NOP must be inserted at those points, and the orig-
inal statement associated with that entry point is 
made the next sequential statement. and is unlabeled. 

5. The indirect bit in every instruction word is assigned 
a zero. 

The functions described above have se're;r.ul important implications. 

Since virtual pages are either virtual data pages or virtual code pages, 

the virtual code pages consist of pure code. No modification of pure 

code is likely to occur, and as a result the virtual code pages should 

rarely be changed. 1bis will result in a much better page traffic 

environ~ent since only the virtual data pages need be rewi:itten onto 

the paging device. 

As most: or all of the global variables will reside on the non-

modified virtual pages, no load base register instructions will be 

needed for memory references to global variables. As the number of 

global variables increase up to a certa.in b0un<i, the numbl:!r of load 

base register instructions will decrease. 

The effect of these functions is to minimize the number of load 

base register instructions and improve the time and space efficiency 

of a program running on the system. 

The linkage editor must perform the following functions on modules 

it receives: 

1. Every external entry point or label is checkeci through 
the external symbol dicticnary to determine whether 
it is ever referenced. All points not referenced are 
flagged. 
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2. For each meni-:1<"y r2t•:r-2ncc, ·t:,_-: v; rtual page address 
desired is checked to aee if it js accessible directly 
(the non-base register modified pn~es), or if that 
page is accessible using the current base virtual page 
address. If it is accessible, the NOP is not replaced 
by a load base register instruction. If it is not 
accessible, the loan base register instruction re-
pl3ces the NOP. All cross-references to entry points 
are checked, anc if that entry point is referenced by 
instructions using different base virtual page addresses, 
the load base register instru~tion replaces the NOP. 

The use of NOP's where no load base regist~r instruction is needed 

further minimizes the number of those load instructions. 

More minimization is attain~ble through techniques of program 

writing such as locality of addressing. 



INPUT/OUTPUT 

TYPES OF INPUT/OUTPUT 

There are two types of input/output (I/O) under the virtual oper-

ating system. The two types are page I/O and non-page I/O. 

Page I/O is designed to read in and write out pages associated 

with a task on the system. This I/O is handled by the two existing 

DMA channels on the HP 2100, and the paging devices will be the two 

disks on the HP 2100. The interrupt priority of the two DMA channels 

is higher than all other channels, but lower than the power fail, 

parity error, page bounds, page fault, and timer interrupt priorities. 

Non-page I/O is designed to read in an:i write out any non-page 

data. Each I/O channel has a unique hardware priority associated with 

it. The operators console has thA highest non-page I/O priority, fol-

lowed by the other I/O devices with thP- exception of the timer that is 

wired to the privileged interrupt board. 

19 
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PAGJ:;c ALGOl~ITHMS 

No paging algorithm has been defined for this v:f.rtual operating 

syst~m. However, the author intuitively feels that the LRU (least 

recently used) page replacement algorith;ns with certain modi.fications 

may be more desirable than other types of replacement algorithms for 

this operating system. The changes in the LRU algorithms would involve 

the replacement status of data pages, and the importance of keeping non-

modified virtual page one core-resident. Virtual page one has a two-

fold importance: (a) it contains the task's subroutine return stack, 

(b) it contains global data areas. The new fetch micro-program is 

designed to work in a demand paging environment, but it is not limited 

to only that environment. 

The study of paging and its associated algorithms is a complex 

topic and could be a project in itself. Thus, this area of study was 

not undertaken. 



SYSTEM PROTECTION 

The virtual operating system has been designed with three basic 

categories of protection. Those categories are: 

1. Virtual address translation for all user programs. 

2. Establishment of a protected core memory area. 

3. The creation of a set of privileged instructions. 

The first category has two important functions, virtual page 

address bounds checking and virtual page address mapping int~ a subset 

of all possible physical page addresses. Both of these functions are 

handled in the new fetch micro-program to attain the fastest possible 

execution of these functions and ensure protection from the user pro-

grams. Since any virtual page address is modifiable by a base virtual 

page address, the fetch micro-program places the base address in a 

register, and if modification ls indicated, adds it to the virtual page 

specified, and generates the complete virtual page address prior to the 

bounds checking or the page mapping. This prevents a user from over-

laying the address created by the linkage editor in a load base register 

instruction in an attempt to access a physical page not associated with 

his task. The complete virtual page address is che..::kec! to see if it 

e«ists within the active task's page table. If that virtual page is 

valid, then a check is made to determine if that page is core-resi.dent. 

If so, the physical page address :ts combined with thoi-. intra-page 

address, saved, and the fetch micro-program terminates.. If the virtual 

21 
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page is valid but not core-resident, an iutcr~~pt is set to indicate 

a page fault. If the virtual page ls not valid, an interrupt ia set 

to indicate a page bound exception. The fetch micro-program then term-

inates. 

The second category not or..ly establishes a protected memory area, 

but also places the system tables and vectors.in that area. The system 

area is es(ablished at system load time by loading the F (fence) 

register with the upper boundary of the system area. All supervisor 

programs and system tables and vectors will reside in this protected 

memory area. The supervisor never places any user virtual page in this 

memory area or places a physical page address in a page table which 

is in this protected area. Since every user memory reference is mapped 

through his page table by the fetch micro-program, it is impossible for 

a user task to modify any system tables or any page tables as their 

addresses are not i.n any user's page table. 

In order to oake the supervisor as time-efficient as possible, 

supervisor tasks reference physical memory locations directly without 

any address mapping. As a result, the fetch micro-program must be able 

to determine if a given task is a supervisc•r task or a user task. This 

is accomplished by loading the F register with the upper boundary of 

protected core at system load time. The F regisr.er is then compared with 

the P register. If the contects of the P register is less than th~ 

contents of the F register, the t.ask is a superviBOI.' task and no 'J:irtual 

address translation occurs. Otherwise, the task is a user task and 

virtual adJress translation takes place. The1:efore, cny task which can 
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execute in the lower protect~d cor.:?. is reg<Hded "!s a supervisor task 

and can do anything. 

The third category creates a set of privileged instructions in 

order to prevent certain instructions from being used by a user task to 

access lower protected core. The two types of instructions which are 

being ruadc privileged are: 

1. All I/O instructicns. 

2. All instructions which can affect the interrupt status 
of the HP 2100. 

The instructions of type one are OTA and OTB. The instructions of type 

two are STF, CLF, STC, and CLC. These instructions will be made privi-

leged by adding new micro-code routine to compare the F register to the 

P register, If the P register contents are larger, the current task is 

a user task and NOP's will be executed. If the F register contents are 

larger, the task is a supervisor task and the micro-program is executed. 

This will prevent a user task from disabling t}1e m~rnory protect inter-

rupt logic used to detect page bounds exceptions and page faults in 

order to access protected core. 

The protection designed for this system is believed to be complete 

and substantial. It is also intended to be an open-ended design, allow-

ing for future modification or changes. This substantial protection 

described is accomplished by a tradeof f of two of the major design 

obj~ctives of the system, minimization of CPU time and system pro-

tection. Although this protection was achieved by a sacrifice of the 

time efficiency of the virtual operating system, this tradeof f is felt 
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to be the best tradeoff in tcrus of overall syvtc~ objectives. 



Chapter 7 

INTERRUPTS 

The virtual operating system handles interrupts as a combination 

of hardware and software. This arrangement permits each component to 

handle the aspects of interrupts for which it is best suited. The 

hardware interrupt architecture is a priority linked network of gates. 

With the timer rewired from an I/O channel to the privileged 

interrupt baard, the priority order, select code, and interrupt type 

are shown below: 

Priority Select Code Interrupt Type 

1 04 power fail 
2 05 parity error/page bounds/page fault 
3 timer 
4 06 DMA channel 1 (page I/O) 
5 07 DMA channel 2 (page: I/O) 
6 10 I/O channel (non-page I/O) 

73 77 I/O channel (non-page I/O) 

When an interrupt which hac occurred is accepted, a jump sub-

routine instruction in. the location corresponding to the select code 

will b•: executed. These jumps will be to the appropriate part of the 

interrupt stacker for that type interr11pt, with the exception of power 

fail and parity error interrupts. A power fail interrupt causes a jump 

to a system save routine, while a parity e·cro.r interrupt may cause a 

jump to a retry routine. As the interrupt stc..ck~!' adds the pending 

interrupt to the :l.nterrupt table, the existence of that type of inter-

rupt is marked fo the system ~nterrup:: table (SIT). A; the stacker 
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adds this interrupt to the i'iterr.,ipt table, ,,11 .i.HLerrupts will be 

disabled until all necessary data lws been ston~(l, after which inter-

rupts will agaln be accepted. When no more hardware interrupts occur, 

the stacker will turn control over to the interrupt scanner. Then the 

int;~rrupt scanner will find the highest priority interrupt in the in-

terrupt table and execute a jump subroutine to that interrupt handler. 

If an interrupt handler needs to create an entry.tu the interrupt tabla, 

it calls the stacker with the appropriate information and sets a hard-

ware flag. When software created interrupts are stacked, they are 

checked by the scanner, and interrupts are handled in priority order. 

Although there are two different hardware priorities for page I/O 

interrupts, and many different hardware priorities :for non-page I/O 

interrupts, all page I/O interrupts have the same software priority. 

All non-page I/O interrupts have the same software priority. 

The system interrupt routines do not modify the hardware inter-

rupt flags established by the interrupts until the appropriate interrupt 

handler has taken care of that interrupt. Eaeh interrupt handler then 

clears the interrupt flag as its last function. If higher priority 

interrupts occur during the operation of the interrupt stacker, they 

cannot interrupt the stacker because they will be masked off. At any 

other time, such as during the execution of an interrupt handler, a 

hardware interrupt of higher priority than that being serviced will 

automatically cause control to be turned over to the appropriate 

interrupt stacker. After that higher priority :!.nterrupt has been 

servi.ced, control will be returned to the interr•.ipt handler prcv:i.ously 
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executing. 

The an·angement descrihP.d above uses the hardware interrupt 

architecture to respond to the highest priority interrupt on the sys-

tem, and since the highest priority interrupt hardware disables all 

lower priority interrupts, response time to servi.ce the highest prior-

ity interrupt pending is minimized. This is qecause the interrupt 

stacker will not be stacking lower priority interrupts, but it will 

have the appropriate interrupt handler working on that high priority 

inte1:rupt. As the high priority interrupts are completed, their in-

terrupt flags are cleared, and lower priority interrupts can capture 

the interrupt stacker. 

The four basic software interrupts in the system interrupt table 

in order of priority are: 

1. Timer. 

2. Page I/O. 

3. Non-page I/O. 

4. Program. 

The software interrupt information needed by the system is contained 

in the system interrupt table. Interrupt handling by the software is 

accomplished by a first in - first out algorithm for interrupts of 

equal priority, with the highest priority interrupts serviced first. 

The system interrupt design is believed to provide the fastest 

and roost efficient interrupt capabtlities for the virtual operating 

system using the existing hardware arcaitecture with only ve.ry slight 

modifications. 



Ch:tpter 8 

SYSTEM MICROPROGRAMS 

NEW MICROPROGRAMS 

The new microprograms needed fo:r the virtual operating system are 

the fetch, indirect, interrupt, jul!lp subrcutine, and return. 

There are many other microprograms which must be modified, but 

the five mentioned above are characterized as new because each must be 

completely rewritten. The fetch microprogram is discussed under the 

system protection section, and a sample fetch microprogram will follow. 

The new fetch microprogram will be considerably P.lower than the exist-

ing fetch. The indirect microprogram must be able to set an interrupt, 

as indirect addressing is no longer permitted. The :Lnterrupt micro·-

program must be expanded to include the ability to check and recognize 

certain types of i..nterrupts. 

The jump subroutine and ti:ie retun1 microprograms are closely 

related. Subroutine jumps wlll be handled in stacks. There will be a 

system retJJrn stack (SRS) fo:c the physical system level programs, and 

each task will have its return stack in the first thirty-three locations 

of non-modified virtual page 1. The jump subroutine stores the return 

address in the next available locat:.l.on in the stack by first updating 

the numher of entries and then uses that information to store the 

returr, addres<:. By using the F register to determine if the active 

task is a supervisor task, the ju111p subroutine deci<les whether to store 

28 
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the return address in the sy;;tem return !;tack. Th8 system return 

stack contains physical addresses. If the active task is a user task, 

then virtual page one is looked up and the v:i.rtual page return address 

is stored by updating the number of entries and then usi_ng that to 

store the return address. 

The return will execute a return to the next lower level in the 

sequence of called routines. For system level programs, the number of 

entries is accessed and used to obtain the.physical return address, 

after which the number of entries is decremented and stored. The user 

task will cause the microprogram to access the number of entries, then 

use that number to obtain tne virtual return address, translate the 

virtual address into the corresponding physical address and execute the 

brunch to that address. Although this means that: the user has access 

to his task return stack, the system protection is ef f ect:i.ve because 

virtual page address translation takes.place before any branching 

occurs. ·By using this implementation, the user who wishes to return 

several levels at once need only ch3:nge the uuruber of entries word 

in order to ac::omplish th.is. It is the user's responsibility- to cor-

rectly establish the contents of the base. n~gister for the intended 

return level when usine a multiple level return. The implication .. of 

this feature is that locality of addressing properties may be adversely 

affected. 

The u;3e of a return stack has two desirable features: 

1. Multiple level rP.turns can edsily be controlled and 
set to occur. 
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2. Recursion is ;d_lowerJ up to ;:i ..::ei:t~d.n boun<l. The 
original HP 2J 00 ·~·eturn sdwme did n0t allow recursion. 
Thus, the return stack resultLJ in a major system design 
improvement. 
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FETCH ~nca.orROGRAN 

R s FN ST SP SK --- --- --- --- ---
p IOR M RW 

T IOR Q 

Q !OR IR 

F p DEC RSS NEG checks for 
system te.sk 

JMP USER if so, skips 
branch to 
user code 

ADR CFLG Sl EOP 

CR !OR Q 0000 0000 

USER B IOR S4 save base 
register. 
contents 

CL IOR B 0000 0111 

Q IOR S2 

B S2 AND NAAB see if ref er-
ence is to 
current page 
if so, skip 

JMP MAP brcinch to 
mapping code 

CL IOR A 1111 1111 

A p AND A 

A ADR IOR Sl 

S4 IOR B EOP restores base 
register 

CR IOR Q 0000 OGOO 
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R s FN ST SP SK ---· --- --- --- --- ---
MAP CR !OR i3 0100 0001 

B !OR M RW access to lo-
cation 1018 

T DEC M RW for STV + 1 
for active task 
offset word 

T IOR A 

A CR AND A 0011 1111 mask obtains 
.:!xa.ct active 

B INC M RW task offset 
access to lo-

A T ADD M RW cation 1028 
for PTV add 
task offset to 
base location 
of PTV, access 
page table 
address 

T IOR S2 RSS NEG check for 
valid in-core 

JMP NEPT page table 
address, if 
valid, skip 
branch to er-
ror handler 

S2 IOR M RW access base 
location of 
page table for 
no. of pages 

T IOR B save no. of 
pages 

CL IOR A 0000 0011 

A ADR AND A Rl use mask to 
isolate vir-
tual page 
address 

A IOR A Rl 
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R s FN ST '.!.P SK --- ---- -----· ----- --·-·-w-

A IOR A Rl shift virtual 
page address 

A IOR A Rl to obtain 
right-justi-

A !OR A lU fied value 

A !OR A R1 

A !OR A R1 

A !OR S3 Rl save right-
justified 
address 

Q CL AND 0000 0100 use mask to see 
if base regis-

IOR RSS NAAB ter address 
modification is 

JMP NOBR1'1 indicated, if 
so, skip branch 
to no base 
register modi-
fy code 

S4 IOR A S4 has saved 
base register 
contents 

A S3 ADD Sl UNC modify 'ilirtual 
page address, 
save and skip 

NOB RM S3 IOR Sl save unmodi-
fied virtual 
page address 

B Sl DEC RSS NEG if virtual page 
address is less 

JW? PBXCPT than no. of 
pnges, skip 
branch to page 
bounds code 

Sl DEC RSS NEG if virtual 
page address is 

JMP PBXCPT greater than 1, 
skip branc.h to 



R s "X". r r, ST SP SK -- --- --- --- ----· -·~~--

page bounds 
code 

Sl !OR A Ll left shift 
virtual page 
address by 1, 
to obtain 
double-word 
alignment 

A S2 ADD M RW add base lo-
cation of page 
table to 
aligned virtu-
al page address 
and access 

M INC S2 sa"e address of 
DASD page 
address word 

T IOR S3 ODD check valid 
core address 

JMP PG'f'LT bit, if valid, 
skip branch to 

CL IOR A 1111 1111 page fault code 

A S3 A.i.'ID A use mask to ob-
tain physical 

CR IOR B 1111 1111 page address 

B ADR AND S3 use mask to 
obtain intra-
page address 
from inst.rue-
tion word 

A S3 IOR Sl create and 
save complete 
physi.c:al add-
ress 

S4 IOR B EOP restore base 
register 

CR IOR Q 0000 0000 

NEP'f CL IOR Sl l.i.ll llJ.:l_ 
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R s p• •' ST f',!"'t'~ 
.... l SK --- ·--- ---- ------ ----

F Sl DEC NMPV g,enerate 
signal to rnem-
ory protect 
logic 

S4 IOR B EOP restore base 
register 

CR IOR Q 0000 0100 store inter-
rupt type in 
Q-register 

PBXCPT CL IOR Sl 1111 1111 

F Sl DEC NMPV generate 
signal to men.'-
ory protect 
logic 

S4 IOR B EOP restore base 
register 

CR IOR Q 0000 0010 store inter-
rupt type in 
Q-regi.ster 

PGFLT CL !OR Sl 1111 1111 

F Sl DEC NMPV generate 
signal to mem-
ory protect 
logic 

S4 IOR B restore base 
register 

S2 IOR A save address of 
word containing 
DASD page ad-
dress 

CR IOR Q 0000 0001 store inter-
rupt type in 
Q-register 



SYSTEM TABLES, VECTORS, AND STACKS 

The major tables and vectors used by the system are: 

1. System Data Vector (SIJV) 

2. Physical Page Vector (PPV) 

3. System Task Vector (STV) 

4. Page Table Vector (PTV) 

5. Page Tables 

6. Task Control Table (TCT) 

7. Task Save Table (TST) 

8. System Interru!;)t Table (SIT) 

9. System Return Stack (SRS) 

The System Data Vector is ar.chored in core at location 1008• It 

contains pointers to the most important system tables and vectors 

(figure 3). 

The Physical Page Vector contains information on each physical 

page in the form of control bits, and the number of available pages. 

Each available page is part of a linked list, with a special entry 

containing a pointer to the head of the linked list (figure 4). 

The System Task Vector is a table containing a doubleword entry 

for each task on the system. There are five pointer links to several 

linked lists. The links are: 

1. To the top of the dlspa tc hab le task 1 i.s t. 

2. To the top of the eligible task list (that ~ntry will 
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contain n 11.nk !:0 the bcttwi o[ tl\(· dispatchable 
task list). 

3. To the bottom of the eligible tnsk list. 

4. To the top of the inactive task list. 

5. To the bottom of the inactive task list. 

The table also contains the active task offset. Each task entry 

contains links to the preceding and succeeding tasks in that list. Each 

entry also contains an offset to the PTV (figure 5). 

The Page Table Vector is a vector which contains the core address 

of a task's page table, a core address validity bit, which indicates 

whether that address is valid/invalid, and a direct-access device address 

of that page table (figure 6). 

A Page Table exists for each task in the system. Each table 

conta5ns the length of the table, the table control bits, the physical 

page address for each virtual page (if in core), the core address 

validity bit, the page change bit, and a direct-access device address 

for the page (figure 7). 

The Task Control Table contains a four-·word entry for each task 

with the following information: the user id, the task priority, an 

interrupt mask, task flags, the input e.nd outpat device address for 

the task, the TST core address, a TST r.ore address validity bit, and a 

direct-access device address for the TST (figure 8). 

The Task Save Table contains save areas for the P, M, T, A, B, Q, 

and F registers, the AA, BA, flag, extend, and overflow flip-flops; the 

counter, a t:ime-sli.ce bjt) and the remaining time in the time slice. 
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A pointer back to the. task'~ TCT is also cor:~:•> f.ncd. (figure 9). There is 

one TST for each task. 

The System Interrupt Table contains pointers to the first and last 

ISIE (Individual System Interrupt Entry) in the Hnked list for each 

type of interrupt (timer, page 1/0, non-page I/O, program). The address 

for each interrupt handler is also in the table, as well as an interrupt 

mask for each type of interrupt. There is also an interrupt flag for 

each type of interrupt, which indicates whether there are any ISIE's in 

that interrupt linked list. This flag provides a fast test to determine 

whether or not there are any interrupts of a certain type pending (fig-

ure 10). 

The Individual System Interrupt Entry contains links to the pre-

ceding and succeeding ISIE 1 s in that interrupt lin1<1!d list, status flags, 

an offset to the TCT, and interrupt mask associated with this individual 

interrupt, and an extended ISIE bit (figure 11). The TCT offset 

identified which task the interrupt is associated with, while the ex-

tended ISIE bit indicates that the ISIE is an additional word in length. 

This word may contain a pointer to au I/O Block (ICB), a Page I/O Block 

(PIOB), or a Message Control Block (MCB). 

The System Return Stack contains informc'.tion on return addresses 

for nested calls. The first entry is the number of return addresses 

in the stack, and the remaining entries ::ire the physical return 

addresses in the order of their calls (figure 12). 
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PPV Address + 1 

STV Address + 2 

PTV Address 
-

TCT Address 
--------

SRS Address 

16 Bits 

The length 
of the vector 
is 5 words. 

Figure 3. System Data Vector (SDV) 
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Page 0 

1 

2 

3 

127 I 
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NUMBER OF LINK TO FIRST ~ 
AVAILABLE PAGES AVAIL..i\BLE PAGE 

- - ·-'--------.--

CONTROL BITS LINK TO 
FOR EACH NEXT AV AILA."8LE 

PAGE PAGE 

8 Bits 8 Bits 

Figure 4. Physical Page Vector (PPV) 

The length of 
the vector is 
129 words. 



Task 1 

2 

3 

16 

~o T~~;I~~~~o THE -
--· 

LINK TO THE 
TOP OF THE TOP OF THE BOTTOM OF TIIE 
DISPATCHABLE ELIGIBLE LIST ELIGIBLE LIST 
LIST 

- -
LINK TO THE LINK TO THE ACTIVE TASK 
TOP OF THE BOTTOM OF THE OFFSET 
INACTIVE LIST INACTIVE LIST 

-
LINK TO THE LIN'K TO THE OFFSE1' TO 
PRECEDING SUCCEEDING THE PTV 
TASK TASK 

,___ 

I 

-

~ - ,_ ___ 

-· 
5 Bits 5 Bits 6 Bits 

Figure 5. System Task Vector (STV) 

I 
The length 
of the 
vector is 
18 words. 



Task 1 

2 

16 
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I DUMMY FIELD 
---

DUMMY FIELD 

I CORE ADDRESS OF 
THE PAGE TABLE 

I'-
DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE 

ADDRESS OF THE PAGE TA BLE 
.__ -

-VALID CORE ADDRESS BIT 

' , ---------· 
CORE ADDRESS OF 
THE PAGE TABLE 

DIRECT Ar,czss DEVICE 
ADDRESS OF THE PAGE TA BLE 

1 Bit 15 Bits 

Figure 6. Page Tabl~ Vector (PTV) 

The length of 
this vector 
is 32 words. 



Page 1 

2 

N 

IN THE PAGE.~A~~ 
CONTROL JUTS 

-- --, ·1-PHYSICAL 
PAGE ADDRESS 1~~ I 

DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS 
FOR THIS PAGE =1--PHYSICAL 

:t>AGE ADDRESS A B 

DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS 
FOR THIS PAGE 

PHYSICAL 
PAGE ADDRESS A B 

·--
DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS 

FOR 'l'HJS PAGE 

A - Page Change Bit 

B - Valid Core 
Address Bit 

8 Bits 6 Bits 1 Bit 1 Bit 

Figure 7. Page Table 



Task 1 

2 

16 

USER ---~ ID (8 Bits) PRIORITY 
(3 Bits) 

FLAGS I INPUT-~VICE TASK 
(6 B 

A UN 

its) 

USED 

ADDRESS (5 Bits) 

TST CORE ADDRESS 

INTERRUPT 
MASK 

(4 Bits) 
---·-

OUTPUT DEVIr.E 
ADDRESS (5 Bits) 

(12. Bits) 

DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS 
OF THE TST 

--

16 Bits 

TASK F'LAGS - Dispatchahle, Eligible (1 Bit) 
Active, Inactive (l Bit) 

The length 
of this 
table is 
64 words. 

A - Valid 
Core 
Address Bit 

INTERRUPT PENDING: Timer (l Bit), Page I/O 
(1 Bit), Non·-Page I/O (1 Bit), Program (1 Bit) 

F:i.gure 8. Ta::;k Control Table (TCT) 
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CONTENTS OF 'IBE p REGISTER 

CONTENTS OF THE M REGISTER 

CONTENTS OF THE T REGISTER 

CONTENTS OF THE A REGISTER 

I CONTENTS OF THE B REGISTER 

CO"NTENTS OF 11IE Q REGISTER 
--

CONTENTS OF THE F REGISTER 
-

UNUSED l 2/3 4 5 COUNTER 
(5 Bits I cmnENTS I 

I (5 Bits) 
--

6 REMAINING TIME IN TIME SLICE 
(15 Bits) 

OFFSET TO THE TCT 
- ---

16 Bits 

The length of this table 
is 10 words. 

Contents of: 

1. AA FF (1 Bit) 

2. BA FF (1 Bit) 

3. FLAG FF (1 Bit) 

4. EXTEND FF (1 Bit) 

5. OVERFLOW FF (1 B:lt) 

6. TIME SLICE IN EFFECT/ 
NOT IN EFFECT (1 Bit) 

Figure 9. Task Save Table (TST) 



.----i-::-----·----·-
' j PTR TO VIRST ENTRY IN 

~TERRUPT P~-;~- LAST ENTRY IN 

. I ~HE TIMER LINKED LIST 

I HASK I THE TIHER LINKED LIST ------

I 

ADDRESS OF TIMER 
INTERRUP'r HANDLER 

- -· 
B PTR TO FIRST ENTRY IN 

THE PAGE 1/0 LINK.ED L1S 

INTERRUPT PTR TO LAST ENTRY IN 
MASK THE PAGE I/O LINK.ED LIS 

-· 

ADDRESS OF PAGE I/O 
INTERRUPT HANDLER 

I c PTR TO FIRST ENTRY IN 
THE N8N-l'AGF. I/O LINKED 

--·-----·--
INTERRUPT PTR TO LAST ENTRY IN 

MASK 
-

THE NON-PAGE I/O LINKED 

ADDRESS OF NON-PAGE 
I/O INTERRUPT HANDLER 

T 

T 

LIST 

LIST 

D ,---1 PTR TO FIRST ENTRY IN ----
1 THE PROGRAM LINKED LIST 

INTERRUPT! PTR TO -z~~T ENTRY IN 
1----MA-sK I THE PROGRAM LUTKED L 1s_T ___ _. 

ADDRESS OF PROGRAM 
INTERRUPT HANDLER 

1 Bit 3 Bits 12 Bits 

The length of this table is 
12 words. 

A - Timer Interrupt Flag 
(1 Bit) 

B - Page I/O Interrupt Flag 
(1 Bit) 

C - Non-Page I/O Interrupt 
Flag (1 Bit) 

D -- Prog1am Interrupt Flag 
(1 Bit) 

Fi.gure 10. Systcr.i Io.t:erruot Table (SIT) 
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--
INTERRUPT LINK TO SUCCEEDING 

MASK ENTRY IN LINKED LIST 
(12 Bits) 

STATUS LINK TO PRECEDING ENTRY 
FLAGS IN LINKED LIST (12 Bits) 
(4 Bits) 

I---

A OFFSET TO THE 
TCT (8 Bits) 

----, PTR TO IOB OR PIOB OR 
MCB (12 Bits) 

16 Bits 

The length of this table 
is 3 or 4 words. 

A - Extended ISIE Bit 
(1 Bit) 

ADDITIONAL WORD FOR 
EXTENDED ISIE 

Figure 11. Individual System Inten:up!: Entry (ISIE) 



- NUMBE-;;-OF RETURN ~DRESSES I 
LEVEL 1 RETURN ADDRESS 

LEVEL 2 RETURN ADDRESS 

· LEVEL J RETURN ADDRESS 

LEVEL 32 RETURN ADD~ 
16 Bits 

The length of this 
stack is 33 words. 

Figure 12. System Return Stack (SRS) 
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A GENERAL DESIGN f'OH !\ V:!:F.TUAL OFHri.l' fi,rC: TlSTf:M 

FOR THE HEWLETT-PACK>\@ 2100A tvlJRJCOMl'U'fl!:R 

by 

Stephen R. Bogese II 

(ABSTRACT) 

Thi.s project presents a design for a virtual operating system 

for the Hewlett-Packard 2100A minicomputer. 

The design was developed from the characteristics desirable in 

an operatlng system and from the restrictions irr.posed by the computer 

hardware. 

The characteristics and the method of operation are specified·. 

for the major components of the operating system. The major system· · 

tables are also specified in detail. 

The final design is capable of being implemented on. this mini-

computer. 
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